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1 Introduction

One successful non-perturbative approach to studying many quantum field theories (QFTs)
is to impose consistency conditions following from some underlying symmetries and then
use these constraints to, at least partially, solve the QFTs. Recent examples of this program
include constraints arising from associativity of the operator product expansion (OPE) in
the modern conformal bootstrap, constraints due to holomorphy in supersymmetric field
theories, and constraints coming from integrability in various settings.

Three-dimensional1 topological quantum field theory (TQFT) is a particularly well-
1Throughout this paper, dimension means spacetime dimension.
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suited and interesting arena in which to apply this approach. Indeed, while 3D TQFTs have
trivial dynamics and are characterized by protected sets of observables, they also describe a
variety of phenomena of genuine physical interest (e.g., the fractional quantum Hall effect2

and the physics of anyons [1]). In this setting, the basic symmetries are associativity and
braiding of non-local line operators, and the corresponding consistency conditions take
the form of a set of polynomial equations called the Pentagon and Hexagon equations
(combined with constraints from modularity) [2–5]. This approach has yielded various
interesting results constraining the space of TQFTs (e.g., see [6, 7]) and promises to lead
to more (e.g., see [8, 9]).

Thinking in this abstract way about 3D TQFT leads to questions more familiar to
high-energy theorists in other settings. For example, is the space of (unitary) 3D TQFTs
populated only by Lagrangian theories [10, 11]? What are the natural symmetries and du-
alities that act on the space of 3D TQFTs (e.g., see recent work in [12])? At the same time,
this approach complements a more Lagrangian way of thinking, based on Chern-Simons
(CS) theory, that has well-known connections with various aspects of knot theory [13].

In this paper, our primary goal is to better understand a natural set of algebraic
transformations — called “Galois conjugations” — that map 3D TQFTs to other 3D TQFTs
and arise when we imagine these theories as corresponding to solutions of the Pentagon
and Hexagon equations with appropriate modular data.3 In this context, we will mostly
avoid concrete Lagrangians and think of the TQFTs as arising from well-known algebraic
objects called “Modular Tensor Categories,” (MTCs) [2–5].

While the application of Galois theory to TQFT is somewhat abstract and has therefore
attracted mathematical interest [14, 15], such transformations have also played a role in
the condensed matter literature [16, 17], and, most prominently, in the closely related 2D
rational conformal field theory (RCFT) literature [18–22].4 Moreover, as we will review,
one well-known physical consequence of the MTC structure is that Galois transformations
take one between different theories while preserving a common fusion algebra and, as a
consequence, any 1-form symmetry groups.5

The purpose of this paper is to gain additional physical insight into Galois transfor-
mations that goes beyond symmetry and fusion. In particular, we will study the effects
of Galois transformations on a type of “multiboundary” topological entanglement entropy
(MEE) defined in [24–26]. MEE is quite different from the more familiar entanglement
entropy studied in [27, 28]. Indeed, it involves first placing TQFTs on link complements,
particular compact 3-manifolds that have multiple disjoint boundaries, and then tracing

2For now, we are being somewhat careless in not distinguishing between TQFTs and spin-TQFTs. In
the remainder of this paper, we will focus exclusively on the former.

3Note that these transformations are not, in general, symmetries or dualities. Instead, Galois trans-
formations are ways to jump around in the space of TQFTs while preserving many physically interesting
properties.

4The appearance of Galois actions in both 2D RCFT and 3D TQFT is to be expected from the Wess-
Zumino-Witten model/CS bulk-boundary correspondence. In this context, MTCs capture braiding and
fusion properties of RCFT chiral algebra primaries.

5The question of what happens to more general TQFT symmetry structures under Galois conjugation
will be discussed elsewhere [23].
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out Hilbert spaces associated with proper subsets of these boundaries. MEE is therefore
highly non-local. Moreover, as we will see, MEE has interesting connections with knot
theory, and we will phrase properties of Galois transformations in terms of the topology of
knots and links.6

Our main claim is that, for a TQFT defined on ML, the MEE we obtain by tracing
out Hilbert subspaces associated with proper subsets of the disjoint boundaries is often
invariant under the TQFT Galois action. In particular, we argue that the MEEs associated
with any Abelian TQFT on any link complement in S3 are invariant under the TQFT Galois
action. In the case of non-abelian theories, the situation is more subtle. Building on our
Abelian proof and taking into account recent results on classifications of MTCs [8, 9, 30], we
argue that a natural place to look for Galois invariance of MEE in non-Abelian theories is on
3-manifolds corresponding to complements of torus links. Indeed, we then identify infinite
sets of torus link complements that give rise to invariant MEE along Galois orbits.7 As we
will see, there is an interesting interplay between the topology of these link complements
and basic modular data of the non-Abelian TQFTs living on these spaces (we highlight a
simple application of this result in the conclusions).

While many of the constructions we present in this paper suggest generalizations be-
yond the world of TQFT, we leave a discussion of Galois transformations in more general
3D QFT for future work. However, we will briefly mention such generalizations in our
conclusions.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we review basic aspects of
3D TQFTs and reformulate them in the algebraic language of MTCs. This perspective
is particularly suited to our discussion of Galois conjugation in section 3. Our review of
relevant concepts then concludes in section 4, where we define MEE. With these concepts
under our belt, in section 5 we prove universal results on MEE in Abelian TQFTs. The
following section is dedicated to generalizing this discussion to non-Abelian TQFTs living
on torus link complements. Finally, we conclude with some comments on open problems
and applications suggested by our work.

2 TQFT and MTC basics

As alluded to in the introduction, large classes of 3D TQFTs have a description in terms of
algebraic objects called MTCs.8 The importance of this algebraic description of a TQFT
is that it allows us to think of a TQFT as a solution to a finite number of polynomial
equations rather than being tied to a Lagrangian. In particular, we will see that this
perspective naturally leads to Galois theory when one thinks about the space of consistent
TQFTs.

6See [29] for an early study of Galois transformations and link invariants.
7In the case of non-Abelian theories, the Galois action will, in general, take unitary theories to non-

unitary ones. This fact leads to subtleties when defining what we mean by MEE in these latter theories.
However, it turns out that there is in fact a natural definition of MEE even in the case of non-unitary
theories.

8Strictly speaking, any MTC gives rise to a TQFT. Given reasonable axioms, including having a finite
number of simple objects, the converse is also expected to be true [4, 31].
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a a bb

c c

= Rcab

Figure 1. Action of the R-matrix.

a a b cb c

d d

e = ∑
f

(
F dabc

)f
e

f

Figure 2. Action of the F-matrix.

The basic constituents of an MTC are a set of labels, {a, b, · · · }, satisfying fusion rules9

a⊗ b =
∑
c

N c
abc , N c

ab ∈ Z≥0 . (2.1)

Physically, the labels are the charges of the quasiparticles in the topological phase. The
fusion rules provide information on how the particles can combine to form new ones. Indeed,
the N c

ab coefficients measure the number of ways in which a and b can combine to form c,
and a ⊗ b ⊃ c is allowed if and only if N c

ab > 0. In particular, the N c
ab are dimensions of

Hilbert spaces, V c
ab, called “fusion spaces.” More generally, the fusion space corresponding to

a1⊗a2 · · ·⊗an = b is denoted as V b
a1a2···an . As a bit of terminology, we call an MTC abelian

if each fusion outcome in (2.1) is unique (and therefore, after imposing commutativity, has
fusion rules given by a finite abelian group). Otherwise, the theory is called non-abelian.

One can in principle start with any set of labels and fusion rules. However, a consistent
MTC exists only if a set of consistency conditions called the Pentagon and Hexagon equa-
tions are satisfied [2–5]. These relations arise due to the commutativity and associativity
of the fusion operation. Commutativity of the fusion operation implies the existence of an
isomorphism V c

ab
∼= V c

ba. The linear map corresponding to this isomorphism is called the
R matrix (see figure 1). Using the R matrix, one can braid the quasiparticles around one
another, and one generally finds anyonic statistics. Hence, the labels we have introduced
above are often referred to as “anyons” in the physics literature.10

On the other hand, the associativity of the fusion operation implies that the fusion
space V d

abc = ∑
e V

e
ab⊗ V d

ec can also be decomposed as V d
abc = ∑

f V
f
bc⊗ V d

fa. The linear map
9Throughout this discussion, one may think of these labels as generalizing the concept of Wilson lines in

CS theory. Due to the topological nature of the theory, the fusion rules correspond to a position-independent
OPE.

10Performing this braiding with Wilson lines in generic Chern-Simons theories also shows that Wilson
lines are typically anyonic objects.
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corresponding to the isomorphism ∑
e V

e
ab ⊗ V d

ec
∼=
∑
f V

f
bc ⊗ V d

fa is called the F matrix (see
figure 2). As a result, we have

Rcab : V c
ab → V c

ba , F dabc :
∑
e

V e
ab ⊗ V d

ec →
∑
f

V f
bc ⊗ V

d
fa . (2.2)

From the action of the F matrices on V e
abcd, one can deduce that they must satisfy the

following constraint (
F ea,b,k

)i
l

(
F ei,c,d

)k
j

=
∑
m

(
F lb,c,d

)k
m

(
F ea,m,d

)l
j

(
F ja,b,c

)m
i
. (2.3)

This is the Pentagon equation. Also, from the action of the R and F matrices on V d
abc, one

can see that they must satisfy the Hexagon equations

Rka,c
(
F db,a,c

)k
i
Ria,b =

∑
j

(
F db,c,a

)k
j
Rda,j

(
F da,b,c

)j
i
,

Rkc,a

((
F db,a,c

)k
i

)−1
Rib,a =

∑
j

((
F db,c,a

)k
j

)−1
Rdj,a

((
F da,b,c

)j
i

)−1
. (2.4)

These are polynomial equations, and they can have at most a finite number of inequivalent
solutions [15, 32].

In addition, we demand that these equations give rise to a unitary (projective) repre-
sentation of the modular group,11 SL(2,Z), via

Taa = d−1
a

∑
c

dcR
c
aa = θ(a) , Sa,b = 1√∑

e de

∑
c

dcTr(RcabRcba) , (2.5)

where da is the S3 link invariant of an unknot labelled by a called the “quantum di-
mension.”12 It is straightforward to check that the matrices in (2.5) form a projective
representation of SL(2,Z)

(ST )3 = ΘC , S2 = C , C2 = I , (2.6)

where Θ = 1√∑
c
d2
c

∑
a d

2
aTaa, and C is the charge conjugation matrix. Note that given

solutions (S, T,Θ) to the above equations, we can also consider solutions with (S, T,Θ)→
(−S, T,−Θ). Indeed, such transformations naturally arise when considering certain non-
unitary MTCs like the Lee-Yang theory. Apart from certain particular cases, we will mostly
consider the S matrix of (2.5) in the explicit examples below. However, our results apply
to both sign choices in principle.

Let us conclude our review of the modular properties of MTCs by recalling that the
fusion coefficients, N c

ab, are famously determined by the S matrix elements through the
Verlinde formula

N c
ab =

∑
e

SaeSbeSec∗

S0e
. (2.7)

11The unitarity of this representation does not imply unitarity of the TQFT.
12Related equations arise for the “punctured” S-matrix.
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The set of solutions to (2.3) and (2.4) admits a cohomological interpretation: for exam-
ple, in the case of abelian MTCs, (F,R) take values in abelian group cohomology.13 Given
a set of labels and fusion rules, a 3D TQFT with non-trivial labels/anyons is a cohomolog-
ically non-trivial solution to these polynomial equations.14 The quantities (N c

ab, R, F ) are
sometimes referred to as the “MTC data,” and (S, T ) are often referred to as the “modular”
data.

Crucially for us in what follows, the Pentagon and Hexagon equations are separable
in a finite extension of Q. In other words, the solutions to these polynomials belong to a
finite extension of the rational numbers, K [14]. This property enables us to use Galois
theory to define a map, called Galois conjugation, from one TQFT to another.

3 Galois conjugation

Let us describe Galois conjugation in greater detail. To that end, denote the set of in-
equivalent modular solutions15 of the Pentagon and Hexagon equations for a fixed set of
fusion rules, ρ, as Sρ. Since (F,R) ∈ Sρ explicitly involve fusion spaces, they depend on
the corresponding bases. This phenomenon is called “gauge dependence” in the MTC lit-
erature. As a result, the particular field extension, K, that (F,R) take values in is gauge
dependent. Given K, we can then define a gauge-dependent Galois group, Gal(K), for
(F,R) by demanding that it act as an automorphism of K that fixes Q pointwise.

As a simple example of a Galois action let us set aside TQFT for a moment and
consider the simple polynomial equation, x2 + 1 = 0. Extending the rationals by solutions
of this equation yields e = Q(i). The Galois group is isomorphic to Z2, and this group acts
via complex conjugation: g(a+ ib) = a− ib for non-trivial g ∈ Gal(Q(i)). Here the Galois
group takes one between the distinct solutions, ±i, of x2 + 1 = 0.

The Galois action on (F,R) often acts in a similar fashion: it takes one between inequiv-
alent modular solutions of the Pentagon and Hexagon equations (and hence inequivalent
TQFTs) with the same fusion rules.16 On the other hand, since (F,R) depend on gauge
choices, one may also find a non-trivial Galois group that takes one between different gauge
choices for the same theory.17

13In the case of non-abelian theories, one must appeal to a more general notion of cohomology [15, 32].
14In particular, we see that the space of consistent 3D TQFTs satisfying the MTC axioms is discrete [32].

In the context of Chern-Simons theory, this statement corresponds to the fact that there are no continuous
deformations that preserve topological invariance and maintain a finite number of Wilson lines.

15One may in principle generalize this discussion to non-modular solutions, but our interest is in modular
solutions.

16Therefore, if the theory has abelian anyons, the Galois action preserves the corresponding 1-form
symmetry group.

17For example, consider the so-called “Toric Code” discrete gauge theory with Z2×Z2 fusion rules. The
four anyons can be labeled as {1, e,m, ε} and satisfy e2 = m2 = ε2 = 1, em = ε (with the rest of the
non-trivial fusion rules following from this data). We may take (F,R) to be

R1
ε,ε = Rεm,e = Rem,ε = Rmε,e = −1 , Rεe,m = R1

ε,ε = R1
e,e = R1

m,m = 1 ,
F 1
ε,m,e = F 1

ε,e,m = −F 1
m,e,ε = −F 1

e,m,ε = i , (3.1)

with all other F = 1. Clearly, the Galois group is Z2 and acts via complex conjugation. However, this

– 6 –
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a b a b c

µ

ν

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) The S matrix, and all the links we consider in this paper, are gauge invariant. (b)
The punctured S-matrix (c 6= 0) has self-intersections and is therefore gauge dependent.

However, we can arrive at a more gauge-invariant notion of a Galois group as follows.
Recall that a TQFT computes knot and link invariants. Given a link, L, its link invariant,
C(L), is written in terms of the MTC data. If C(L) does not have self intersections, then
it is independent of the choices of fusion space bases and hence is gauge invariant (see
figure 3). Since we only consider observables built from such links in this paper, all our
data will be gauge invariant. This fact implies that the link data we will study is defined
over some gauge-invariant subfield, K ⊆ K. The corresponding Galois group, Gal(K), is
then gauge independent.

As we will see, torus links will play a particularly important role in our story. These
links can be constructed from words built out of the modular S and T matrices in (2.5).
For these matrices, the relevant field extension is a cyclotomic field, K = Q(ξN ), given
by extending the rationals by powers of a primitive root of unity, ξN = exp (2πi/N) [18–
21, 33]. As a result, the Galois group for the modular data is Gal(Q(ξN )) = Z×N — the
multiplicative group modulo N consisting of all n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1} that are co-prime
to N (i.e., gcd(n,N) = 1).18 In this case, we have a trivial Galois action on Q and a
non-trivial action on ξ

q(ξ) = ξq , ∀q ∈ Z×N . (3.2)

If the S and T matrices contain any elements not in Q, the Galois group will take the
TQFT with modular data (S, T ) to a new TQFT with modular data (q(S), q(T )).19

action is trivial in abelian group cohomology. Indeed, by rotating the basis vector ψ ∈ V 1
ε,ε as ψ → −iψ,

we find that all F,R = ±1. Therefore, in this gauge, the Galois group is trivial and so the original Z2

Galois group acts trivially in group cohomology. Moreover, since all the quantum dimensions are unity,√∑
dc = 2, and so there is no non-trivial Galois action for this theory.

18Unfortunately, the S and T matrices, along with the topological central charge, are not enough to
specify an MTC [30]. As a result, we cannot take the Galois group of the S and T matrices to define
a Galois group of the MTC in general. On the other hand, there may be other gauge-invariant ways to
classify MTCs (e.g., see [8, 9] for preliminary results in this direction). Such a classification scheme might
then allow one to assign a gauge-invariant Galois group for the full MTC.

19If S or T are not real, we can always take (S, T )→ (S∗, T ∗) (and similarly (F,R)→ (F ∗, R∗)) and get
a consistent TQFT related to the original one by time reversal.
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In fact, given this discussion, one can work out the Galois action on the modular data
for a given q ∈ Z×N [19]20

q(Taa) = (Taa)q , q(Sab) = εq(a)Sσq(a)b = εq(b)Saσq(b) , (3.3)

where σ(a) is a permutation of the labels and εq(a) ∈ {±}. Hence, Galois conjugation of
the S matrix is a signed permutation.

We can say a bit more about how the Galois group acts on the modular data by
making further contact with related results in the 2D RCFT literature [21]. In the context
of RCFT, the natural normalization for the T matrix is

T → ϕ · T , ϕ = exp(−πic/12) , (3.4)

where c is the central charge, and ϕ3 = Θ (recall Θ was introduced in (2.6)). In this
normalization, Bantay showed that the Galois group is given as follows [21]

Gal(ϕ · T, S) = Gal(Q(ξN )) ' Z×N , (ϕ · T )N = 1 , (3.5)

where N is the “conductor” — for our purposes, the smallest N > 0 such that (ϕ · T )N
is the identity matrix. By definition, Bantay’s Galois group must have a (not necessarily
faithful) action on ϕ · T00 = ϕ. Therefore, going back to the natural MTC normalization
for T , we may conclude that

Gal(T, S) = Z×N , (3.6)

acts (not necessarily faithfully) on the modular data of the MTC and therefore constitutes a
Galois group for the modular data. This statement does not preclude subgroups, H ⊂ Z×N ,
from acting faithfully on the modular data of the MTC.21

In our discussion of entanglement entropy in non-abelian theories, we will see that a
slightly different notion of the conductor arises. There it is more natural to discuss an
“MTC conductor” defined as the smallest N0 > 0 such that

TN0 = 1 . (3.7)

This quantity is closely related to Bantay’s conductor since it turns out that N = fN0,
where f ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12} [21].

While the above discussion, following [21], is tied to the existence of RCFTs realizing a
particular MTC, it turns out that one may rephrase the above discussion without explicit
reference to an underlying RCFT [33]. This latter approach is somewhat more mathemat-
ical, and we will not summarize it here. However, the upshot is that we will be able to
make certain statements below about MTCs that need not be related to RCFTs.

20The Galois action on T follows from the fact that Tij = θiδij is a diagonal matrix of phases. The Galois
action on S follows from a careful analysis of the consequences of Verlinde’s formula and the fact that the
fusion rules are preserved by the Galois action.

21For example, in the context of the modular data of the Lee-Yang RCFT, the natural Galois group is
Z×60 ' Z2

2 ×Z4. This group acts unfaithfully on the modular data of the corresponding MTC. However, a
Z×20 ' Z2 × Z4 ⊂ Z×60 subgroup does act faithfully on this data. Note that the Z×20 subgroup is twice as
large as the Z×5 ' Z4 Galois group defined by the twists and quantum dimensions alone.
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Given our understanding of the Galois action on the modular data, let us briefly
summarize the general picture of the Galois action on the full MTC. Note that a non-
trivial Galois action on S and T is a sufficient but not necessary condition for the Galois
action on the full MTC to be non-trivial. Indeed, the F and R matrices may still transform
even if the modular data does not [30]. We then have the following picture: the solutions
of the Pentagon and Hexagon equations are partitioned into orbits of the Galois group.22

3.1 Explicit examples

To illustrate the above discussion, let us consider two examples.

Example 1: ZN TQFT (N odd). Let us consider abelian TQFTs with ZN fusion
rules and N odd.23 One set of solutions to the hexagon and pentagon equations is

F (j1, j2, j3) = 1, R(j1, j2) = exp
(2πij1j2

N

)
, (3.8)

where ji ∈ ZN . From these quantities, we can build the modular data

T (j1, j2) = δj1,j2 exp
(2πij1j2

N

)
, S(j1, j2) = 1√

N
R(j1, j2)R(j2, j1) = 1√

N
exp

(4πij1j2
N

)
.

(3.9)
Clearly, for any N , the Galois action is non-trivial (i.e., the above solution always lies in
a non-trivial Galois orbit). Moreover, it is straightforward to check that the modular data
transforms as in (3.3).

As a particularly simple example, consider N = 3. In this case, noting that
√

3 =
exp (2πi/12) + exp (−2πi/12) makes clear that the Galois group is Z×12 ' Z2 ×Z2. Acting
with 11 ∈ Z×12 takes (S, T ) → (S∗, T ∗), while the remaining elements (5, 7 ∈ Z×12) also
flip the sign of the normalization of the S matrix. The solution (3.8), (3.9), with N = 3
plugged in, corresponds to SU(3)1 Chern-Simons theory. The Galois element 11 ∈ Z×12
implements time reversal (as discussed in Footnote 19) and produces (E6)1.24

Note that SU(3)1 and (E6)1 are unitary theories and correspond to abelian CS theories.
In fact, as we will comment further below, it is more generally true that all abelian MTCs
with S as in (2.5) correspond to abelian CS theories.25

Example 2: Fibonacci TQFT ' (G2)1 Chern-Simons. Here we consider a non-
abelian example. Let us suppose that there are two simple elements, {1, τ}, and that the
only non-trivial fusion rule is

τ ⊗ τ = 1 + τ . (3.10)
22Although these orbits generally have length greater than one, this is not always true. For example, the

Galois orbit of the Toric Code MTC with Z2×Z2 fusion rules is length one since the corresponding Galois
group can always be taken to be trivial by an appropriate gauge choice (see the discussion in Footnote 17).

23Note that these are not ZN discrete gauge theories. These latter theories have ZN ×ZN fusion rules.
24See the recent discussion in [34] where the time reversal relation between these theories was discussed.
25On the other hand, if we flip the sign of the S-matrix, this statement is no longer true. This fact follows

from a result of Milgram on Gauss sums (see [35]).
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The Fibonacci MTC, which gives rise to (G2)1 Chern-Simons theory, solves the pen-
tagon and hexagon equations with these fusion rules. The corresponding non-trivial MTC
data26 is

F ττττ =
(
ϕ−1 ϕ−1/2

ϕ−1/2 −ϕ−1

)
, R1

ττ = ξ2 ,

Rτττ = ξ−
3
2 , ϕ = 1

2(1 +
√

5) = ξ−1 + 1 + ξ , ξ = exp
(2πi

5

)
. (3.11)

From these quantities, one can construct the modular data

S = 1√
2 + ϕ

(
1 ϕ

ϕ −1

)
, T = diag

(
1, exp

(4πi
5

))
. (3.12)

Writing
√

2 + ϕ = exp (2πi/20)−exp (2πi9/20), we see that a Z×20 ⊂ Z×60 Galois group acts
faithfully on the modular data (the Z×60 group acts faithfully on the modular data in the
RCFT normalization). The elements of Z×20 are

Z×20 ' Z4 ×Z2 = {1, 11} × {1, 3, 7, 9} ' {1, 11} × {1, 7, 49, 43} ⊂ Z×60 . (3.13)

Acting with 19 ∈ Z×20 takes ξ → ξ19 = ξ̄ while leaving S invariant and corresponds to
time reversal. This transformation takes us to (F4)1. On the other hand, acting with
7, 13 ∈ Z4 × Z2 flips the sign of the S-matrix and gives the Lee-Yang and conjugate Lee-
Yang MTCs respectively (the remaining transformations give other theories related to the
ones mentioned here by S → −S).27

4 Multiboundary entanglement entropy in TQFT

In the previous section, we saw that solutions of the Pentagon and Hexagon equations can
be partitioned into Galois orbits. This fact allows us to take the data of one TQFT and
Galois conjugate it to get the data of another theory. The correlations functions / link
invariants of the theory also get transformed under Galois conjugation.

To make this abstract discussion somewhat more physical, we will study how the Galois
action affects a particular type of entanglement entropy defined in [25, 26] (see also [24]).
As we will see, studying this question will lead to an interesting interplay between MTC
data and the topology of 3-manifolds.

To proceed, let us imagine a unitary TQFT defined on a compact 3-manifold, ML,
that is a link complement of some closed 3-manifold, M. Note that we will mostly focus
on the caseM = S3 in what follows (we briefly discuss certain generalizations to other lens
spaces in section 6.5). We can construct such anML by first drawing a non-self-intersecting
n-component link, Ln = tni=1Li, on S3 and then removing a tubular neighborhood of the
link, N (Ln), from S3. In other words

ML ≡ S3 −N (Ln) . (4.1)
26All MTC data not explicitly mentioned is equal to 1.
27See [36, 37] for examples of applications of the related Z×5 ' Z4 Galois conjugation (acting on quantum

dimensions and twists) to 4D superconformal field theories.
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Then, it is clear that ∂ML = tni=1T
2
i . In other words, the boundary of our 3-manifold

consists of a disjoint union of T 2’s.
To any T 2, we can associate a Hilbert space (we will discuss subtleties related to the

case of non-unitary MTCs below), H(T 2), whose basis states, {|ja〉}, can be constructed by
first filling in the T 2 to obtain a solid torus, U , with ∂U = T 2. The partition function of the
theory on U with line ja wrapping the non-contractible cycle of U , ZU (ja), then defines
a corresponding state, |ja〉, on the boundary T 2. We can compute the inner product
of this state with a set of dual states by first thinking of U as U = D2 × S1, where
D2 is the 2-disk. The dual state, 〈jb|, comes from studying the partition function on
U ′ = D2 × S1, where ∂U ′ = −∂U ,28 with a line, jb, inserted along the non-contractible
cycle. The corresponding inner product, 〈jb|ja〉, can also be obtained by instead inserting
the conjugate line, j∗b , (in addition to ja) along the non-contractible cycle of U . The
partition function for U ∪ U ′ = S2 × S1 takes the form

〈jb|ja〉 ≡ ZS2×S1(j∗b , ja) = δab , (4.2)

which follows from conservation of topological charge.
Now we can consider the boundary state, |Ln〉, which belongs to the tensor product of

Hilbert spaces H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn corresponding to the n T 2 boundaries. This state is defined
by considering the partition function of the theory onML

|Ln〉 ≡ ZML . (4.3)

We may expand this state in terms of the T 2 states as follows

|Ln〉 =
∑

j1,...,jn

CLn(j1, . . . , jn) |j1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |jn〉 . (4.4)

Using (4.2), we can compute the CLn(j1, · · · , jn) by considering the inner product with
〈jn| ⊗ · · · ⊗ 〈j1|. As discussed above, this operation corresponds to filling in the boundary
T 2’s and inserting conjugate representations, j∗i , along the non-contractible cycles. For
concreteness, let us consider a Chern-Simons theory and its Euclidean path integral onML.
In this case, we have that the CLn(j1, · · · , jn) coefficients are just the various link invariants
on S3 computed from correlators of the Wilson lines in the conjugate representations

CLn(j1, · · · , jn) = 〈W ∗j1 · · ·W
∗
jn〉 . (4.5)

Given the link state, we can define the density matrix ρ = |Ln〉 〈Ln|, where the coef-
ficients of 〈Ln| are 〈Wj1 · · ·Wjn〉. We can further define reduced density matrices of the
form

ρred1,...,m = trm+1,...,n(ρ) , (4.6)

where we trace over the Hilbert subspace Hm+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn to get a matrix defined on
H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hm. Then, one can define the MEE to be the usual von Neumann entropy of
this reduced density matrix

SvN (ρred) = −tr(ρred lnρred) . (4.7)
28In other words, U and U ′ share the same boundary with orientation reversed.
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This entanglement entropy is a coarse-grained form of the information contained in the
link invariants CLn(j1, . . . , jn).29 Many interesting properties of this entanglement entropy
were studied in [24–26] (see also [38]). In the following section, we will compute the
explicit form of the link state, |Ln〉, in general abelian theories and study the behavior of
its entanglement entropy (after tracing out sub-links) under Galois conjugation. Note that
since the entanglement entropy is invariant under local unitaries acting on the individual
Hilbert spaces, we can ignore phases that come up in the calculation of CLn(j1, . . . , jn)
which depend purely on any one of the labels. Building on the results of the abelian
discussion, we will then move on to discuss the more subtle case of non-Abelian TQFTs.

Before we continue, let us precisely define our procedure for comparing MEE under
Galois transformations:

Definition 1 (comparing MEE under Galois conjugation): by comparing the MEE
under Galois transformations, what we mean is the following. We start with some unitary
TQFT, T , and we compute the MEE. Then, we perform a Galois transformation to produce
another TQFT, T ′. We then compute the MEE in T ′ and compare with the MEE in T .
This comparison can be done directly by producing ρred(T ′) from ρred(T ) via the Galois
action. We then proceed iteratively along a Galois orbit, comparing MEEs for each element
of the orbit. In particular, we do not apply a Galois transformation to (4.7) directly (this
quantity is typically a transcendental number and does not lie in the field extension of the
MTC).

4.1 Subtleties for non-unitary theories

In the next section, we will discuss abelian TQFTs. These theories are all described by
(unitary) Abelian CS theories.30 In the language of axiomatic TQFT (e.g., see [39–41]),
they assign Hilbert spaces to boundaries of 3-manifolds, ∂M. In other words, to each
boundary component of ML, we have a complex vector space with a positive-definite
norm.

On the other hand, when we discuss non-abelian TQFTs, the Galois action often takes
unitary theories to non-unitary ones (as in Example 2 of section 3.1). Note that these
non-unitary theories still have a finite number of simple objects. However, unlike unitary
theories, non-unitary TQFTs have negative S3 expectation values for some of the loops
built out of the simple objects (e.g., a loop of the τ anyon in the Lee-Yang MTC discussed
in section 3.1 has S3 expectation value 1− ϕ < 0). As a result, under the standard MTC
Hermitian inner product, such theories have negative norm states.

Still, even for non-unitary theories, in the case of a 3-manifold with boundary 2-tori,
T 2
i , the theory assigns vector spaces, V (T 2

i ), with a set of vectors obeying (4.2). Indeed, the
existence of this pairing follows from topological charge conservation and is independent of

29Indeed, at a more operational level, one may simply view the MEE as a convenient and natural means to
encapsulate information about the link invariants on S3. This information can, in principle, be reconstructed
without ever introducing boundaries and associated Hilbert spaces.

30This statement ignores potential S → −S Galois transformations. However, we will see that our results
apply to these theories as well.
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unitarity. Moreover, the non-unitary theories we consider lie on the same Galois orbit as
at least one unitary theory, so the link invariant coefficients in (4.5) and their orientation-
reversed conjugates have a natural extension to the non-unitary case under the Galois
action. As a result, even for the non-unitary theories we study, we may formally construct
a positive semi-definite reduced density matrix as in the discussion below (4.4) for the state
defined by the path integral overML.

Readers who find this discussion disturbing are encouraged to take the definition in
the previous subsection as an operational definition for comparing MEE in our theories
of interest. Note that for more general states it is not immediately clear to us if one can
construct a reduced density matrix in the same way. However, in the context of related
non-unitary 2D CFTs, like the Lee-Yang theory, it is known that one can construct standard
density matrices for other closely related measures of entanglement and define a Hilbert
space with respect to a modified norm [42].31 We suspect that assigning such a Hilbert
space to the subset of non-unitary MTCs we discuss here is also possible, but we do not
prove it.32

5 Abelian TQFTs

In this section we will study how the multiboundary entanglement entropy described in
the previous section transforms as we perform Galois conjugation on abelian TQFTs. As
discussed in section 2, abelian TQFTs have labels and fusion rules given by an abelian
group, A. Since the fusion rules are invariant under the Galois action, we see that the
space of abelian TQFTs — and, more specifically, the space of theories with fusion rules
given by A — is closed under Galois conjugation.

As we will discuss in more detail shortly, abelian TQFTs can always be written as
abelian CS theories [44–47].33 Since the main topological property encoded by such theories
is linking number, it is intuitively reasonable to imagine that the Galois action will lead to
abelian theories with the same entanglement entropy.34 We will indeed see this expectation
is correct and that the linear transformation properties of S under the Galois action (3.3)
play an important role.

To proceed, let us first discuss abelian TQFTs in more detail. Since the fusion rules
are those of an abelian group, the fusion coefficients satisfy N c

ab = δa·b,c where a, b, c ∈ A,
and a · b is the group multiplication. Moreover, N c

ab ∈ {0, 1}, and so all fusion spaces are
one dimensional. Hence, the F and R matrices are just phases, and we will denote them
as F (a, b, c) and R(a, b).35

31These ideas have also played a role in a non-unitary proof of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem [43].
32This statement may be related to the fact that the primaries in 2D CFTs like Lee-Yang have positive

norm, while negative norms only enter at the level of the descendants. We thank A. Konechny for discussions
on this point.

33Here we ignore the possibility of flipping the sign of the S matrix (as discussed below (2.6)). However,
our results apply even to any MTCs of this latter type.

34In this case, the simpler entanglement entropy of [27, 28] is trivially invariant since it is given by the
square-root of the rank of the fusion group,

√
|A|.

35Note that since all fusion processes are one dimensional, specifying a, b, c in F da,b,c automatically specifies
d, and so we loose no generality in taking the F symbols to depend on three group elements. Similar
reasoning shows that we loose no generality in taking the R matrices to depend on two group elements.
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In this case, the pentagon equation simplifies to

F (a, b, c · d)F (a · b, c, d) = F (b, c, d)F (a, b · c, d)F (a, b, c) . (5.1)

A function F : A⊗A⊗A → U(1) satisfying (5.1) is called a 3-cocyle in group cohomology.
Similarly, the Hexagon equations reduce to

R(a, c)F (b, a, c)R(a, b) = F (b, c, a)R(a, b · c)F (a, b, c) ,
R(c, a)F (b, a, c)−1R(b, a) = F (b, c, a)−1R(b · c, a)F (a, b, c)−1 . (5.2)

The gauge-inequivalent solutions, (F,R), belong to the third abelian cohomology group,
H3
ab(A, U(1)). The gauge freedom in F and R is captured by this cohomology structure [15,

32].
As reviewed in section 2, to find the MTC data of a general TQFT given a set of

labels and fusion rules, one finds F matrices solving the Pentagon equations and then one
solves the Hexagon equations given these F matrices. However, in abelian TQFTs, the
situation is much simpler, and the MTC data is fixed by the choice of a quadratic function,
θ(a) : A → U(1), that gives the topological spins (i.e., the T matrix).36

Although much of what we said above does not depend on the existence of Lagrangians,
it will be useful for us to keep them in mind in our subsequent discussion of abelian theories.
Moreover, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, it turns out that we do not lose
any generality in studying abelian Chern-Simons theories with gauge group U(1)N [44–
47] (they span the space of TQFTs with S matrices as in (2.5)). These theories have
Lagrangians of the general form

S = iKij

2π

∫
M
AidAj . (5.3)

Here Ai are U(1) gauge fields,M is a 3-manifold, andK is a symmetric even integral matrix
of levels.37 The fusion rules of the theory are given by the abelian group, ZN/KZN , and
anyons are labelled by a set of basis vectors for this lattice. The fact that K is an integer
matrix means it has a Smith normal form, KS , which we denote by

KS =


n1 0 . . . 0
0 n2
... . . .
0 . . . 0 nN

 . (5.4)

From this discussion, it is clear that the abelian group ZN/KZN is isomoprphic to Zn1 ⊗
· · ·⊗ZnN . Clearly we can reproduce any finite abelian fusion group using such theories. As
discussed above, the MTC data is specified by the topological spin. For abelian theories,
it can be expressed in terms of K as follows

θ(~a) = exp
(
πi~aK−1~a

)
, (5.5)

where ~a ∈ ZN/KZN .
36For further details, see the recent discussion in [47].
37In other words, we will assume that the diagonal entries in K are even integers (the remaining entries

may be even or odd). Otherwise, the theory would be a spin-TQFT.
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Next let us explicitly fix the remainder of the modular data (recall that T is given in
terms of θ). To that end, we first define the braiding

B(~a.~b) = θ(~a+~b)
θ(~a)θ(~b)

= exp
(
2πi~aK−1~b

)
. (5.6)

The R matrices and the braiding phase are related by [47]

B(~a,~b) = R(~a,~b)R(~b,~a) . (5.7)

The representation of the modular group generators S and T realized by this theory is then

S
~a,~b

= 1√
|A|

B(~a,~b) , T~a,~a = θ(~a) , (5.8)

where |A| is the order of the abelian group, A.
In the next section, we will use the above data to find the link invariant for a gen-

eral n-component link. Given this expression, we will then compute the entanglement
entropy for general abelian theories and show the invariance claimed above under Galois
transformations.

5.1 Link invariants in abelian TQFTs

Let us consider an n-component link in which the constituent knots are labelled by
j1, · · · , jn. Since the F and R matrices of abelian TQFTs are U(1) valued, simplifying
the individual structure of a knot, ji, to give the unknot will give us phases which act on
the Hilbert space, Hi. Since these phases can be removed using a local unitary operation,
the entanglement entropy is independent of these phases. Hence, as far as calculating the
entanglement entropy is concerned, we are only interested in the braiding between the con-
stituent knots. We will consider the case of a 2-component link in the next section which
can then be easily generalized to give the link invariant for an n-component link.

5.1.1 Link invariant for a 2-link

Since abelian theories primarily capture linking number, it is reasonable to imagine that
any link invariant can be written (up to unimportant local unitary transformations that will
not affect our quantities of interest) in terms of the S matrix. We will see this statement
is indeed true.

To that end, consider a 2-component link in which the two knots are labelled a and
b. There must be an even number of braids between them. As a result, the braids can be
grouped into pairs. In an oriented link, four types of pairs are possible (see figure 4). Let
us find the algebraic expression obtained from unbraiding diagram (i) in figure 4.

To understand this unbraiding, consider figure 5. In going from diagram 2 to 3 (from
left) of figure 5, we have used the decomposition of the identity, which has a unique channel
in an abelian TQFT. In diagrams 4 and 5, we remove the braiding by adding appropriate R
matrix factors. Finally we again use the decomposition of the identity to go from diagram
5 to 6. As a result, we find that the braid pair can be replaced by the identity acting on
the two anyons if we include the factor R(a, b)R(b, a).
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b

b

a

a

b

b

a

a

b

b

a

a

b

b

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Figure 4. Possible braidings for oriented links.

a

a

b

b

a b

b

a b a b
a b

a a b

R(a, b) R(a, b)R(b, a)

a b

R(a, b)R(b, a)

a

a a

b

b b
a · b

a · b

a · b =====

Figure 5. Link invariant of a braid pair. Diagrams 1-6 from left.

~j1 ~j2B(~j1,~j2) = ~j1 ~j2= = B
(
~j∗1 ,~j2

)−1

Figure 6. The relation in (5.10) follows from the equality of the above TQFT diagrams.

In theK matrix formalism, the knots are labelled by anyonic vectors ~j1, ~j2 ∈ ZN/KZN ,
and we think of the anyons as elements of the corresponding additive group. In this
notation, the algebraic expression corresponding to the diagram (i) is R(~j1, ~j2)R(~j2, ~j1).
From (5.8), we know that this is just the braiding phase B(~j1, ~j2). Repeating the above
calculation for diagrams (ii), (iii) and (iv) we get B(~j1, ~j∗2), B(~j∗1 , ~j2), and B(~j∗1 , ~j∗2), re-
spectively. If there are n1 braid pairs of type (i), n2 of type (ii), n3 of type (iii), and n4
of type (iv), the total link invariant is given by

(B(~j1, ~j2))n1(B(~j1, ~j∗2))n2(B(~j∗1 , ~j2))n3(B(~j∗1 , ~j∗2))n4 . (5.9)

Moreover, (5.6) implies the following relations hold

B(~j1, ~j∗2) = (B(~j1, ~j2))−1 , B(~j∗1 , ~j2) = (B(~j1, ~j2))−1 , (5.10)
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since ~j∗i ∼ −~ji, where “∼” means, “up to vectors of the form K · ~ωi” (i.e., up to a K-trivial
vector). In fact, (5.10) holds without the need to appeal to a K matrix, since the TQFT
diagrams in figure 6 are equal.

Hence, the link invariant simplifies to

B(~j1, ~j2)l12 ∼ S(~j1, ~j2)l12 , (5.11)

where l12 = n1 + n4 − n2 − n3 is the linking number, and “∼” means, “up to an overall
normalization.” This simple calculation shows that the MTC data of abelian TQFTs can
be used to compute the linking number of a link and that the result can be expressed
through the S matrix alone. Next, we generalize this argument to an n-link.

5.1.2 Link invariant for an n-link

For a link made up of n knots, we should repeat the calculation in section 5.1.1 for each
pair of knots, (ji, jk), where 1 ≤ i < k ≤ n, and ji,k are the labels of the corresponding
knots. Proceeding in this way, we find

(B(~ji,~jk))`ik , (5.12)

where `ik is the linking number between the knots labelled ji and jk in the link. The total
link invariant will be the product of these factors. As a result, the link invariant for an
n-link in an abelian TQFT is ∏

i<k

(B(~ji,~jk))`ik . (5.13)

5.2 Galois conjugation of entanglement entropy

Using the link invariants computed in the previous subsection, we can now find the asso-
ciated entanglement entropy defined in section 4 and study its behavior under the Galois
action.

Let us again specialize to a 2-link before discussing the general n > 2 case. To that
end, using (5.11), we have the normalized link state

|L2〉 = 1
|A|

∑
~j1, ~j2

(B(~j1, ~j2))l12 |j1, j2〉 =
∑
~j1, ~j2

|A|
l12
2 −1

(
S~j1, ~j2

)l12
|j1, j2〉 . (5.14)

Tracing out the Hilbert space of the second link yields the following reduced density matrix

ρred =
∑
~j1, ~h1

∑
~m

|A|l12−2
(
S~j1 ~m

)l12(
S~h1 ~m

)−l12
|~j1〉 〈 ~h1| . (5.15)

Next we may use (3.3) to perform a Galois transformation and read off the reduced density
matrix in the conjugated theory

ρred = |A|l12−2 ∑
~j1, ~h1

∑
~m

(
εp(m)S~j1σp(~m)

)l12(
εp(m)S~h1σp(~m)

)−l12
|~j1〉 〈 ~h1|

= |A|l12−2 ∑
~j1, ~h1

∑
~m

(
S~j1σp(~m)

)l12(
S~h1σp(~m)

)−l12
|~j1〉 〈 ~h1| . (5.16)
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Since ~m is summed over, the reduced density matrix is invariant under Galois conjugation.
As a result, the entanglement entropy for a 2-link computed in an abelian TQFT and the
Galois conjugated theory are equal.

The generalization to an n-link is straightforward. Indeed, using (5.13), the link state
is given (up to a normalization factor) by

|Ln〉 =
∑

~j1,..., ~jn

∏
i≤k

(
S~ji, ~jk

)`ik
|j1, . . . , jn〉 . (5.17)

The density matrix for this state is then

ρ =
∑

~j1,..., ~jn

∑
~h1,..., ~hn

(∏
i<k

(
S~ji~jk

)`ik)( ∏
z<w

(
S~hz~hw

)−`zw)
|~j1, . . . , ~jn〉 〈 ~h1, . . . , ~hn| . (5.18)

Without loss of generality, we can trace over the last n− q links to get a reduced density
matrix over the first q links. Up to overall constant factors and phases which can be
removed by applying unitaries on the first q copies of the Hilbert space (which again don’t
affect the entanglement entropy), the components of the reduced density matrix can be
written as

ρred ~j1... ~jq , ~h1,..., ~hq
=

n∏
k=q+1

∑
~m

q∏
i=1

(
S~ji, ~m

)`ik(
S ~hi, ~m

)−`ik
. (5.19)

Galois conjugation of this reduced density matrix will only result in a permutation of the
vectors ~m. Since there is a sum over ~m, the reduced density matrix is invariant under
Galois conjugation. Note that this invariance includes any Galois transformation taking
S → −S (as in Example 1 of section 3.1).38

This discussion once again implies that the entanglement entropy is also invariant
under Galois conjugation. Thus, even though the link invariants calculated in two abelian
TQFTs related by Galois conjugation are generally different, the entanglement entropy is
the same in both theories. Note that the linear behavior of the S matrix under Galois
conjugation plays a crucial role in this result.

Before briefly exploring implications of these results for non-Abelian theories, let us
note that we may explicitly compute the MEE following from (5.19). For simplicity, fo-
cussing on the 2-link case, we obtain (see appendix A for details)

SvN(L2) = ln
( det(K)
gcd(`12, n1)gcd(`12, n2) · · · gcd(`12, nN )

)
, (5.20)

where the ni are the diagonal elements of the Smith normal form, Ks, and are therefore
the ranks of the individual factors that make up the Abelian fusion group, A.39 Note
that (5.20) shows a manifest symmetry under `12 → `12 +m det(K) for any integer m since

gcd(`12 +m det(K), ni) = gcd(`12, ni) , ∀ni . (5.21)
38In fact, we could have constructed a link state directly for such theories using diagramatic reductions

analogous to those above, and we would have found the same reduced density matrix. Therefore, such
theories have invariant ρred even if they are not Galois conjugates of abelian CS theories.

39As a consistency check, note that for a product TQFT, where K itself is a diagonal matrix, the
entanglement entropy becomes the sum of the entanglement entropies of the individual theories.
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Actually, this same periodicity is already visible in (5.17). Indeed, from (5.8) and (5.6),
we have (up to an unimportant normalization)

S~ji,~j2 ∼ exp
(
2πi~j1K−1~j2

)
=
(

2πi
~j1K̃~j2
det(K)

)
, (5.22)

where K̃ is the integer-valued adjugate matrix. Therefore, taking `ik → `ik + m det(K)
in (5.17) leaves |Ln〉 and the MEE invariant. It is also straightforward to use (5.8) and (5.6)
to establish that (5.17) and the MEE are invariant under arbitrary integer shifts of the
linking numbers by the MTC conductor, `ik → `ik +mN0.

The upshot of the above discussion is that Galois transformations of abelian theories
preserve the multiboundary entanglement entropy. However, this result hinges on the fact
that, for any link complement, only the S matrix enters the computation. Moreover, the
S matrix has linear transformation properties under the Galois action. For more general
TQFTs we therefore expect a more subtle situation. For example, we expect the T matrix
to play a more prominent role (i.e., that it will not just appear through S), and we have
seen that both it and the entanglement entropy are sensitive to the conductor.40

6 Non-Abelian TQFTs

In this section, we generalize the abelian TQFT discussion to non-abelian theories. Before
proceeding, it is worth considering what such a generalization should look like. To that
end, let us make a few comments:

• In the abelian case, the density matrix can be written exclusively in terms of the
S-matrix. This simplification is due to the fact that abelian theories are only sen-
sitive to linking number. On the other hand, non-abelian theories compute more
complicated invariants: the Jones polynomial, the HOMFLY polynomials, and in-
finitely many generalizations. Therefore, a non-abelian generalization of our discus-
sion should depend on finer details of the topology ofML. In the broadest terms, a
result of Thurston [48], guarantees thatML can be either a torus link complement,
a hyperbolic link complement, or a satellite link complement.41 Torus links are nat-
urally in correspondence with words that can be built out of S and T (the generators
of the mapping class group of T 2). Therefore, this reasoning points to studying a
generalization of the abelian result to torus links.

• Another reason to study torus links when searching for a non-abelian generalization
of section 5 comes from the results in [30]. There the authors showed that there are

40In the theories described above, the period of the link state and the MEE can be finer than the conductor
(although these quantities are also periodic modulo the conductor). For example, in Z2 TQFT, we have
N0 = 4, but det(K) = 2. The reason for this difference is that the link state and MEE depend on T only
through the (unnormalized) S matrix.

41Torus links are links that can be drawn on the surface of a T 2 without self-intersection. Hyperbolic
links are links whose complements admit complete hyperbolic metrics. By Thurston’s results, satellite links
are what remain (we will briefly encounter these links in appendix B).
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Dijkgraaf-Witten theories with gauge group ZqonZp such that the Galois group acts
non-trivially on the corresponding MTCs but leaves the S and T matrices invariant.
As a result, torus knot complements are natural places to look to find invariance of the
entanglement entropy along Galois orbits. Moreover, recent work in [8, 9] suggests
that hyperbolic link invariants can potentially be used to distinguish MTCs in a
gauge-invariant manner. Indeed, it is easy to check that the entanglement entropy of
one of the simplest non-abelian TQFTs, su(2)k Chern-Simons theory, is generically
non-invariant along the corresponding Galois orbits when tracing out one of the links
of the hyperbolic Whitehead link complement (see appendix B for details). Since
Whitehead is one of the simplest hyperbolic links (it has linking number zero and is
built from two unknots), this result suggests that changes in the entanglement entropy
along Galois orbits of theories on hyperbolic link complements is more ubiquitous.
Similar comments apply to satellite link complements (see appendix B for details).42

• On the other hand, we do not expect all torus link complements to give rise to
invariant entanglement entropy along Galois orbits. Indeed, we generally expect the
non-Abelian density matrix to depend explicitly on T and not just on S. As a result,
we expect the topology of the torus link complement to be sensitive to the conductor
of the MTC.

To better understand how to proceed, we review torus links in the next subsection.
We then revisit the linear transformation properties of S that hold in Abelian and non-
Abelian TQFTs alike and use them to identify a canonical class of torus links that give rise
to invariant entanglement entropy along Galois orbits of general MTCs.

6.1 Torus links and canonical words

Let us recall some useful aspects of torus links. As discussed in previous sections, these
links can be drawn on the surface of a T 2 without self intersection. They are classified
by two integers, (m,n), corresponding to the basis of 1-cycles wrapped by the links. In
particular, m corresponds to the number of times the link wraps the longitude of the torus
and n corresponds to the number of times the link wraps the meridian.43

The links may be characterized by the components that make it up. In particular, we
have

ν(m,n) = gcd(m,n) , `(m,n) = mn

gcd(m,n)2 , (6.1)

where ν(n,m) is the number of components that make up the link (note that for gcd(n,m) =
1, the link is a knot), and `(m,n) is the linking number between any two component knots
in the link (this is an invariant for any pairs of knots in the link). The knots that make
up the link are of type (m/ν(m,n), n/ν(m,n)). For example, (2, 2) is the Hopf link, with
nL = 2 and ` = 1. This link is made up of two (1, 1) unknots.

42Although we suspect that there could be interesting generalizations of our work below to some subclasses
of these links as well. For example, a natural set of satellite links to examine are connected sums of torus
links.

43An invariant definition of these cycles can be given by imagining filling in the torus to obtain a solid
torus. In the solid torus, the meridian becomes contractible while the longitude does not.
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One crucial aspect of our discussion below is that the entanglement entropy arising
in torus links does not depend on the number of knots we trace out [26]. More precisely,
if our link consists of ν(m,n) ≥ 2 knots, the entanglement entropy is independent of the
number of links, 1 ≤ r ≤ ν(m,n)− 1, we trace out.

In order to understand which torus link complements give rise to invariant entan-
glement entropy under Galois conjugation, it is useful to revisit the Galois transformation
properties of the S matrix in (3.3). For each element, Q, of the Galois group of the modular
data, these signed permutations can be generated by44

GσQ = ϕ2Q+PS−1TQSTPSTQ , Q · P = 1 (mod N) , (6.2)

where N is the (generalization of the) conductor described around (3.5). In other words,
the Galois transformation of the S-matrix is

Q(S) = G−1
σQ
S = SGσQ . (6.3)

From the perspective of the Galois group, the string of S and T matrices in (6.2) form a
set of “canonical” words: the GσQ are invariant under the Galois group, since all matrix
elements are in the set {−1, 0, 1} ⊂ Q.

Given each GσQ , it is natural that there should be an infinite number of associated
torus link complements that give rise to Galois invariant entanglement entropy for non-
abelian TQFTs defined on these spaces.45 In the next subsection, we will argue that the
complements of torus links of type (M,MQ), withM ∈ Z and gcd(Q,N0) = 1, are precisely
such a set of 3-manifolds (recall that N0 is the MTC conductor defined in (3.7)). In what
follows, we will refer to these spaces asML(M,MQ) .

6.2 Galois invariance of the entanglement entropy on ML(M,MQ)

We begin by deriving an explicit expression for the link invariant of an (M,MQ) torus link
from the MTC data. From (6.1), we see that this is an M component link in which the
number of braidings between any two knots is 2Q (which follows from the mutual linking
number, Q). Let us look at the braids between the knots labelled by ji and jk. The
2Q braids between these two knots are represented by the operators (Rji,jkRjk,ji)Q (see
figure 7).

The total invariant can then be found by computing the following quantum trace:

T̃r
( ∏
ji,jk

(Rji,jkRjk,ji)Q
)
. (6.4)

The operator within the trace acts on the fusion space V j1,··· ,jM
j1,··· ,jM . In order to compute

the quantum trace, we need to specify the operator’s action on the fusion space, V c
j1,··· ,jM .

Since we have
V c
j1,··· ,jM =

∑
a1,··· ,am−2

V a1
j1,j2
⊗ V a2

a1,j3
⊗ · · · ⊗ V c

am−2,jM , (6.5)

44These matrices were constructed for cases with C = 1 in [20] and more generally in [21, 33].
45The reason we expect an infinite number of torus link complements for each GσQ is that, for each torus

knot, we can construct links with arbitrary numbers of these knots.
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2Q braidings

ji ji

jiji jk

jk jk

jk

(Rji,jkRjk,ji)Q

Figure 7. The action of (Rji,jk
Rjk,ji)Q on strands of the knots labeled by ji and jk.

we can write the operators ∏ji,jk
(Rji,jkRjk,ji)Q acting on V c

j1,...,jM
as∑

a1,··· ,aM−2

(Ra1
j1,j2

Ra1
j2,j1

)Q(Ra2
a1,j3

Ra2
j3,a1

)Q · · · (RcaM−2,jmR
c
jM ,aM−2)Q . (6.6)

We can now evaluate (6.4) to obtain

T̃r
( ∏
ji,jk

(Rji,jkRjk,ji)Q
)

=
∑
c

dc
∑

a1,··· ,aM−2

(Ra1
j1,j2

Ra1
j2,j1

)Q(Ra2
a1,j3

Ra2
j3,a1

)Q . . . (RcaM−2,jMR
c
jM ,aM−2)Q

=
∑
c

dc
∑

a1,··· ,aM−2

Tr
((

θ(a1)
θ(j1)θ(j2)

)Q
idV a1

j1,j2
⊗
(

θ(a2)
θ(a1)θ(j3)

)Q
idV a2

a1,j3
⊗ · · ·

· · · ⊗
(

θ(c)
θ(aM−2)θ(jM )

)Q
idV caM−2,jM

)
(6.7)

=
∑
c

dc
∑

a1,··· ,aM−2

(
θ(c)

θ(j1)θ(j2) · · · θ(jM )

)Q
Tr
(
idV a1

j1,j2
⊗ idV a2

a1,j3
⊗ · · · ⊗ idV caM−2,jM

)

=
∑
c

dc
∑

a1,··· ,aM−2

(
θ(c)

θ(j1)θ(j2) · · · θ(jM )

)Q
Na1
j1,j2

Na2
a1,j3
· · ·N c

aM−2,jM .

Since the framing factors, θ(ji), can be removed using local unitaries acting on the respec-
tive Hilbert spaces, we can ignore them. Using the Verlinde formula (2.7), we can simplify
the above expression to get (up to framing factors we drop)

T̃r
( ∏
ji,jk

(Rji,jkRjk,ji)Q
)

=
∑
bM−1

(STQS)0bM−1

S00

SbM−1j1SbM−1j2 · · ·SbM−1jM

SM−1
0bM−1

. (6.8)

Hence, the link state for an (M,MQ) link is given by

|L(M,MQ)〉 =
∑

j1,··· ,jM

∑
bM−1

(STQS)0bM−1

S00

SbM−1j1SbM−1j2 · · ·SbM−1jM

SM−1
0bM−1

|j1, · · · , jM 〉

=
∑
bM−1

(STQS)0bM−1

S00S
M−1
0bM−1

|bM−1, · · · , bM−1〉 . (6.9)
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From this data we can compute the eigenvalues of the unnormalized reduced density matrix.
They are independent of the number of Hilbert spaces we trace over and are given by

Λ` =
∣∣∣∣∣(STQS)0l

S00S
M−1
0l

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (6.10)

Let us now suppose that Q ∈ Z×N is a Galois group element for the modular data
of the MTC (i.e., we have gcd(Q,N) = 1). The resulting entanglement entropy turns
out to be constant along Galois orbits due to the Galois invariance of GσP in (6.2) with
P ·Q = 1 (mod N). To understand this statement, let us consider the action of GσP on S

SGσP = ϕ2P+QTPSTQSTP , Q · P = 1 (mod N) , (6.11)

which implies that
STQS = ϕ−(2P+Q)T−PSGσP T

−P . (6.12)

Taking λ` = S2
00Λ`, we then have

λ` =
∣∣∣∣∣(STQS)0l

SM−1
0l

∣∣∣∣∣
2

= (STQS)0`

SM−1
0`

(S∗T ∗QS∗)0`

S∗0`
M−1

= (T−PSGσP T−P )0`

SM−1
0`

(T ∗−PS∗G∗σP T
∗−P )0`

S∗0`
M−1

=
∑
i

S0i(GσP )i`T−P``
SM−1

0`

∑
j

S∗0j(G∗σP )j`T ∗−P``

S∗M−1
0`

=
∑
i

S0i(GσP )i`
SM−1

0`

∑
j

S∗0j(GσP )j`
S∗M−1

0`
. (6.13)

In going between the first and second lines we use (6.12), and we use T00 = 1 in going
between the second and third lines. Recalling that GσP induces a signed permutation, we
have

λ` =
S0σP (`)

SM−1
0`

S∗0σP (`)

S∗M−1
0`

. (6.14)

Clearly, this quantity transforms as a permutation under Galois conjugation by the element
r ∈ Z×N

λ`
r∈Z×N−−−−→

S0σr(σP (`))

SM−1
0σr(`)

S∗0σr(σP (`))

S∗M−1
0σr(`)

=
S0σP (σr(`))

SM−1
0σr(`)

S∗0σP (σr(`))

S∗M−1
0σr(`)

= λσr(`) , (6.15)

where, in the first equality, we used the fact that the Galois group is Abelian.
As a result, we see that the eigenvalues of the normalized reduced density matrix

λ̂` = λ`∑
i λi

, (6.16)

are permuted under the Galois action. Therefore, after tracing out any (proper) subset
of links on the 3-manifold ML(M,MQ) with gcd(Q,N) = 1, the von Neumann and Rényi
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entanglement entropies do not change under Galois conjugation of a TQFT defined on this
space.

In fact, we can prove a stronger statement. Indeed, we have proven a result in terms
of the conductor, N = fN0 (where f is a positive integer dividing twelve). The natural
conductor in TQFT is N0. In particular, let us consider Q such that gcd(Q,N0) = 1. If
gcd(Q, f) = 1, then we have gcd(Q,N) = 1, and we are back to the discussion above. On
the other hand, suppose gcd(Q, f) 6= 1. In this case, we can always take positive integers,
f1,2, such that f = f1f2, where gcd(Q, f2) = gcd(f1, f2) = 1, and all prime factors of f1
divide Q (of course, it may be that f2 = 1). By construction, we must have gcd(N0, f1) = 1.
Now, consider the integer

Q′ = Q+N0 · f2 . (6.17)

Clearly, we have that gcd(Q′, N0) = gcd(Q′, f2) = gcd(Q′, f1) = 1. As a result, gcd(Q′, f) =
gcd(Q′, fN0) = gcd(Q′, N) = 1. Now, consider the signed permutation matrix

GσP ′ = ϕ2P ′+Q′S−1TP
′
STQ

′
STP

′
, Q′ · P ′ = 1 (mod N) . (6.18)

From the definition of the MTC conductor (3.7), we see that TQ′ = TQ and so

GσP ′ = ϕ2P ′+Q′S−1TP
′
STQSTP

′
. (6.19)

Following the logic beginning in (6.13), we find the following result:

Theorem 1: the TQFT MEE (and also the associated Rényi entropies) obtained by trac-
ing out the Hilbert subspaces associated with any (proper) subset of linking boundary tori
on the 3-manifold, ML(M,MQ) , with Q co-prime to the MTC conductor, N0, are invariant
under the action of the TQFT Galois group. Implicit in this discussion is the assump-
tion that the non-unitary theories that arise lie on the Galois orbit of at least one unitary
theory.46 Note that, by a modular transformation, the same results apply toML(MQ,M) .

In the next section we will introduce knot operators. As we will see, properties of
these operators combined with the results of this section lead to a vast generalization of
Theorem 1 in the case of non-Abelian Chern-Simons theories and their Galois partners.

6.3 Galois transformations, entanglement entropy, and more general Torus
links

To find a more general class of link complements giving rise to invariant entanglement
entropy along TQFT Galois orbits, it is useful to introduce the concept of knot operators.
Using these operators, it is a relatively simple matter to find link invariants for general
torus links [49–51]. The basic idea is to decompose a 3-manifold, M , containing Wilson
lines by gluing two solid tori, U1 and U2, at their T 2 boundaries such that no Wilson line
is cut (in this sense we consider “local” Wilson lines). The set of manifolds which can be
obtained from gluing two solid tori with a boundary homeomorphism given by an element

46In particular, the Hilbert space in the statement of the theorem refers to the Hilbert space of a unitary
member of this orbit.
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of SL(2,Z) are called lens spaces. For 1 ∈ SL(2,Z), we get the manifold S2 × S1 and for
the S matrix we get S3.

The expectation value of the Wilson lines in M can be recast as an inner product of
states in a Hilbert space, where the states are found by performing a path integral over
the two solid tori. In this formalism, the knot invariant of an (M,N) torus knot is given
by the expectation value

〈W (M,N)
j 〉S3 =

〈0|SW (M,N)
j |0〉

〈0|S |0〉 . (6.20)

The vector |0〉 represents the empty solid torus, U1. The action of W (M,N)
j on this state

creates the (M,N) torus knot in representation j on its T 2 boundary. Applying an S

transformation at the torus boundary and gluing in the other solid torus, U2, gives the
expectation value of the knot in S3.47

For Chern-Simons theory with an arbitrary simple gauge group G at level k, the action
of the torus knot operator, W (M,N)

j , on a state is given by [52]

W
(M,N)
j |p〉 =

∑
`∈Λj

exp
(

2πi MN

ψ2(2yk + g∨)`
2 + 4πi N

ψ2(2yk + g∨)(p · `)
)
|p+M`〉 . (6.21)

Here Λj is the set of weights of the irreducible representation Vj , y is the Dynkin index of
the fundamental representation, ψ2 is the length squared of the longest simple root, k is
the level, g∨ is the dual Coxeter number, and p ∈ ΛW is a vector in the weight lattice. For
example, the W (1,0) torus knot operator acts as

W
(1,0)
j |p〉 =

∑
`∈Λj

|p+ `〉 . (6.22)

In terms of fusion matrices, we have

W
(1,0)
j |p〉 =

∑
`

N `
jp |`〉 . (6.23)

For finite k, the set of states, |p+M`〉, that arise in (6.21) are subject to relations
such that they lie within the class of integrable representations at level k. For example, in
the case of su(2)k Chern-Simons theory on T 2 ×R (where space is a T 2), the states of the
Hilbert space are given in terms of combinations of theta functions. These states are subject
to the identifications |−`〉 = − |`〉 and |`〉 = |`− 2(k + 2)〉. The first identification follows
form a Weyl reflection, and the second identification follows from a periodicity property
of the theta functions involving shifts by the simple root. Using these identifications, we
can always reduce the sum in (6.21) to a sum over states corresponding to the integrable
representations. Similar comments apply to more general gauge groups (again, only signs
appear in the identification of states).48

47The denominator, 〈0|S |0〉, is a normalization factor.
48Here we will get a larger number of Weyl reflections and more complicated periodicity structure for the

relevant theta functions (again these shifts are in one-to-one correspondence with the simple roots).
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In what follows, it will be useful for us to understand more carefully how the T matrix
can enter general link invariants. The key is to first phrase the Rosso-Jones formula [53]
in terms of torus knot operators in the large k limit [51]49

〈0|W (M,N)
j |0〉 =

∑
`

C(M)`jT
N
M
`,` 〈0|`〉 , (6.24)

where the sum is over some integrable representations, the C(M)kj ∈ Z are independent of

N , and T
N
M
`,` is the fractional twist. For convenience, we have labeled the vacuum as |0〉.50

Furthermore, for large k, the C(M)`j are specified by the so-called Adams operation,51 and
〈0|`〉 = δ0,` [51]. Therefore, at large k, 〈0|W (M,N)

j |0〉 = C(M)0
j .

For general k (not necessarily large compared to the quantum numbers of the knot
operator), the story is more complicated, since some of the |`〉 appearing in (6.24) should
be identified with the vacuum representation. For example, as discussed above in su(2)k
CS theory, −|2k + 2〉 = |0〉. In any case, (6.24) allows us to control the non-linearities
arising in the Galois action on T .

Another crucial property of the knot operators is that they satisfy fusion rules

W
(M,N)
i W

(M,N)
j =

∑
i

Nk
ijW

(M,N)
k . (6.26)

Hence, they are generalized Verlinde operators. Using this property, we can write the torus
link operator for a Q-component torus link (QM,QN) in terms of the knot operators as

W
(QM,QN)
j1,··· ,jQ = N `

j1,··· ,jQW
(M,N)
` . (6.27)

Moreover, any torus knot operator can be obtained from the unknot by the action of an
SL(2,Z) element

W
(M,N)
j = F (M,N)−1

W
(1,0)
j F (M,N) , (6.28)

where F (M,N) ∈ SL(2,Z). This statement is natural since a torus knot can be put on the
surface of a torus without self intersections, and we can obtain such a knot from the unknot
by a sequence of Dehn twists and S tranformations.

A straightforward generalization of the argument in [26] shows that the eigenvalues of
the reduced density matrix of the (QM,QN) torus link are given by

Λ` = 1
S2Q−2

0`

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

S`i〈W
(M,N)
i 〉S3

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (6.29)

We can massage this expression into a more useful form as follows:
49We mean that k is large compared to the quantum numbers of the W (M,N)

j knot operator.
50However, when substituting (6.21) into (6.24), one should take |0〉 → |ρ〉, where ρ =

∑
i
λ(i) is the sum

over the fundamental weights (similar comments apply to all other appearances of |0〉 below).
51For example, in thse case of su(n), the Adams operation is defined as follows. Consider the su(n)

Schur polynomials, χj(z1, · · · , zn−1), where i is an irreducible representation of su(n), and raise the su(n)
fugacities to the M th power. Writing the result in terms of the Schur polynomials without transforming
the fugacities, we obtain the C(M)`j

χj(zM1 , · · · , zMn−1) =
∑
l

C(M)`j · χ`(z1, · · · , zn−1) . (6.25)
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Lemma 1: the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix of the (QM,QP ) torus link are
given by

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2Q−2S2

00

∑
i

S`i〈W
(M,P )
i 〉S2×S1

∑
j

S`j〈W
(−P,M)
j 〉S2×S1 . (6.30)

Proof: see appendix C.
In this lemma, 〈W (M,P )

i 〉S2×S1 = 〈0|W (M,P )
i |0〉 is the knot invariant of the (M,P )

knot in S2 × S1. As a result, we can write the entanglement entropy of links in S3 as a
product of linear combinations of knot invariants in S2 × S1 with S matrix elements as
coefficients.

We may now make use of the above lemma to gain a better understanding of Galois
transformation properties of torus links in Chern-Simons theory. To that end, first con-
sider the special case of eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix for (MQ,Q) torus links
described in section 6.2. Using (6.30), we have

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2Q−2S2

00

∑
i

S`i〈W
(M,1)
i 〉S2×S1

∑
j

S`j〈W
(−1,M)
j 〉S2×S1 . (6.31)

We may simplify the second summation in (6.31), since

〈W (−1,M)
j 〉S2×S1 = 〈W (−1,0)

j 〉S2×S1 = δ0,j . (6.32)

The second equality follows from (6.23) and charge conjugation, while the first equality
follows from the fact that T acts trivially on the vacuum and so

〈W (P,M+AP )
j 〉S2×S1 = 〈TAW (P,M)

j T−A〉S2×S1 . (6.33)

As a result, the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix in (6.31) simplify to

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2Q−3S2

00

∑
i

S`i〈W
(M,1)
i 〉S2×S1 . (6.34)

Now, suppose that M is co-prime to the MTC conductor. From section 6.2, we know
that the normalized eigenvalues of the reduced density matrices for such links are permuted
under Galois transformations. Hence, Galois conjugating (6.34) gives

Gn
(
Λ`S2

00

)
= 1

(S0σ(`))2Q−3

∑
i

Sσ(`)iGn
(
〈W (M,1)

i 〉S2×S1

)
, (6.35)

where Gn(· · · ) denotes the action of the Galois group element corresponding to P ∈ Z×N0
.

From the invertibility of the S matrix, it follows that

GP
(
〈W (M,1)

i 〉S2×S1

)
= 〈W (M,1)

i 〉S2×S1 ∈ Q , (6.36)

and, from (6.24), we also have

GP
(
〈W (M,1)

i 〉S2×S1

)
= 〈W (M,P )

i 〉S2×S1 ∈ Q , (6.37)
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Figure 8. Sparseness of Galois non-invariance for the MEE of (2, 2Q) torus link complements after
tracing out one of the boundaries in su(2)k theories. The y-axis corresponds to Q and the x-axis
corresponds to k. Blue squares correspond to theories and topologies with Galois invariant MEE,
while the red square does not.

where we have used the fact that the only source of non-rational numbers in (6.24) is from
the fractional twists, and we must further assume that gcd(P,M) = 1 in order to have a
well-defined Galois action on the fractional twists. Therefore, 〈W (M,P )

i 〉S2×S1 is invariant
under Galois conjugation.

Following the arguments above, we can also show that 〈W (−P,M)
i 〉S2×S1 ∈ Q is invariant

under Galois conjugation. Hence, it follows from Lemma 1 that the normalized eigenvalues
of (QM,QP ) link forM,P coprime to the conductor and to themselves are permuted under
Galois conjugation. Therefore, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2: the Chern-Simons MEE (and associated Rényi entropies) obtained by trac-
ing out the Hilbert subspaces associated with any (proper) subset of linking boundary tori
on the 3-manifold, ML(QM,QP ) , with M,P co-prime to the Chern-Simons conductor, N0,
and to each other are invariant under the action of the TQFT Galois group.

For Chern-Simons theories and their Galois conjugates, this result generalizes Theo-
rem 1 in section 6.2. However, the proof in section 6.2 was obtained directly using the
MTC data without referring to a specific realization of the TQFT, while the above proof
depends on the realization of the TQFT as a Chern-Simons theory and (6.21), which was
constructed for simple gauge groups. The authors of [3, 10] conjectured that every 3D
TQFT is a Chern-Simons theory with some gauge group. If this conjecture is true, the
results in this section might extend to all 3D unitary TQFTs and their Galois conjugates.

6.4 Example: su(2)k
As a concrete example to illustrate the above discussion, consider su(2)k CS theory. The
modular data for this theory is

Sab =
√

2
k + 2sin

(
π(a+ 1)(b+ 1)

k + 2

)
, Tab = δab exp

(2πia(a+ 2)
4(k + 2)

)
= δabθ(a) , (6.38)

where a ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k}. In particular, the MTC conductor is generically N0 = 4(k+ 2). In
figure 8, we present a set of results for the entanglement entropy after tracing one of the
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knots in (2, 2Q) torus links for levels 2 ≤ k ≤ 8 and 2 ≤ Q ≤ 6. The results are completely
consistent with the above theorems. In fact, we see various “accidental” invariances not
guaranteed by our theorems.

The simplest Galois non-invariant entanglement entropy occurs in the (2, 10) link of
the su(2)8 CS theory. Note that the MTC conductor in this case is N0 = 40, and M = 1,
P = 5. Clearly, (P,N0) = 5 6= 1, and so this lack of invariance is consistent with Theorem 2.

6.5 Torus links in lens spaces

Let us briefly comment on the generalization of Theorem 2 to more general lens spaces.
The expectation value of knot operators in a lens space,MF , is given by

〈W (m,n)
j 〉F =

〈0|FW (m,n)
j |0〉

〈0|F |0〉 , (6.39)

where F ∈ SL(2,Z) is the homeomorphism between the two tori which produces the
corresponding lens space. Following the procedure in section 6.3, the eigenvalues for torus
links in a lens space specified by F ∈ SL(2,Z) is given by

Λl = 1
(S0l)2Q−2F 2

00

∑
i

Sli〈W
(m,n)
i 〉S2×S1

∑
j

Slj〈FW
(m,n)
j F−1〉S2×S1 . (6.40)

Therefore, the eigenvalues of torus links in a general lens space can be written as a linear
combination of knot invariants in S2×S1 with S matrix elements as coefficients. A sufficient
condition for the Galois invariance of entanglement entropy of a torus link (QM,QN) in
MF is the Galois invariance of knot invariants 〈W (M,N)

i 〉S2×S1 and 〈FW (M,N)
j F−1〉S2×S1 .

7 Conclusions

We have argued that, in addition to preserving fusion rules (and 1-form symmetries) of
TQFTs, Galois conjugation also preserves MEE in broad classes of theories. In particular,
we showed that putting any Abelian TQFT on any link complement in S3 and tracing out
Hilbert spaces on any subset of the links leads to an invariant MEE along Galois orbits. We
then argued that this theorem generalizes to non-Abelian TQFTs living on infinite classes
of torus link complements.

The fact that the invariants of the Galois action include both fusion and, on certain
torus link complements, MEE is suggestive of a deeper relation between entanglement,
fusion, and modular data. In fact, recent work [54, 55] suggests that the entanglement
entropy of [27, 28] can be used to reconstruct the fusion rules and modular data of a
TQFT. It would clearly be interesting to understand how MEE fits more precisely into this
story.

We conclude with an application and some comments:

• Our non-Abelian results involve number theory, and it would be interesting to find
applications to this field. Here we begin by recalling that, in 300 BC, Euclid found
an algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two natural numbers
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(see [56] for a modern discussion). In a similar spirit, we can potentially use our
Theorem 1 to give a TQFT-based algorithm to check co-primeness of two natural
numbers. Indeed, we have seen that, for any TQFT, invariance of the MEE on the
(M,MQ) link complement is guaranteed if Q is co-prime to the MTC conductor, i.e.
gcd(Q,N0) = 1. On the other hand, when Q is not co-prime to the MTC conductor,
this invariance is not guaranteed.52 It would be interesting to try to find an infinite
family of TQFTs with infinitely many different conductors that have invariant MEE if
and only if Q is co-prime to the conductor. In this case, if we wish to check (a, b) = 1,
we set Q = a, N0 = b, and check the Galois invariance of the MEE on the (M,MQ)
link complement.

• It would be interesting to understand how more general symmetry structures trans-
form under Galois conjugation. We already know that 1-form symmetry is invariant,
but there are larger symmetry structures in TQFT. For example, we have preliminary
results on how these transformations affect 2-group symmetry [23].

• Anytime one considers symmetry structures, there are corresponding anomalies to
contemplate. In fact, the MEE studied in this paper has been related to anomalies
in [57, 58]. This begs the question of how the Galois action acts on anomalies more
generally.

• Some of the TQFTs discussed here also appear in the context of topological string
theory. It would therefore be interesting to understand if there is a notion of a Galois
action on topological strings.

• Our results show that, in some sense, torus link complements are not particularly good
at distinguishing Galois conjugates. This result echoes recent work in [30] disproving
a conjecture that the modular data (combined with the topological central charge)
provide a gauge-invariant means to classify MTCs. It would be interesting to see
more generally what MEE has to say about such classifications for non-torus knots
(perhaps generalizing or proving conjectures in [8, 9]).

• We have only briefly mentioned the entanglement entropy of [27, 28]. As discussed in
section 5, it is trivial to show this entropy is also invariant under Galois conjugation
in the Abelian case (since it is the square root of the number of anyons).53 For non-
Abelian theories it is generally non-invariant, but it also contains less data than the
MEE considered here.

• We have studied the von Neumann entropy for a particular natural state defined
by the partition function of the TQFT on the link complement. Are there other
interesting states to study?

52Note that in many theories, such as su(2)k CS theory, there is still “accidental” invariance — see
figure 8.

53Note that, as in our Definition 1, we imagine computing the entanglement entropy in theory T . We
then Galois conjugate T to produce T ′. Finally, we compute the entanglement entropy in T ′ and compare
the result to that in T .
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• Since many RG flows end in 3D TQFTs, it would be interesting to understand if the
Galois action has something to say about 3D QFT away from the topological limit.

We hope to return to some of these questions soon.
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A Entanglement entropy of 2-links in abelian TQFTs

In the main text, we derived the link state for a 2-link in a general abelian CS theory using
the K-matrix formalism. Here we will obtain an explicit expression for the entanglement
entropy of this state as in (5.20). For the purposes of this computation, it will be useful to
choose a particular basis for the lattice, ZN/KZN .

Claim: The set of vectors (a1, · · · , aN ) where ai ∈ Zni , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , is a basis set for the
lattice ZN/UKUTZN . As a result, these vectors label the anyons (we will call this basis
the “Smith basis”). Here U and W are matrices which satisfy KS = UKW , where KS is
the Smith normal form of K.

Proof: except for the zero vector, every vector of the type ~a = (a1, · · · , aN ) where ai ∈
Zni , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, satisfies

~a 6= KS~n , (A.1)

for any ~n ∈ ZN/KZN . Let U and W be invertible matrices over the integers such that

KS = UKW . (A.2)

Then,

~a 6= UKW~n ,

~a 6= UKUT (UT )−1W~n , (A.3)
~a 6= UKUT~n

′
,

where ~n′ = (UT )−1W~n. Given that U and W are invertible over the integers, for any
~n ∈ ZN we have a unique ~n′ ∈ ZN . Thus,

~a 6= UKUT~n
′
, (A.4)

for any ~n′ .
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This result means that the above choice of vectors are not linear combinations of
columns of UKUT . Since this statement is also true for differences of vectors of the above
type, they are all independent and form a basis for the anyons as long as we take the level
matrix to be UKUT . Note that the TQFT corresponding to UKUT is the same as that
corresponding to K, because it corresponds to a change of gauge fields ~A → UT ~A where
~A is the vector of gauge fields, Ai, contained in the action.

The upshot of the above argument is that the Smith basis can be used to label the
anyons as long as we take UKUT as the level matrix of the theory. Next we will see the
implication for the entanglement entropy of the theory.

To that end, the reduced density matrix of a 2-link is given by

ρred = 1
|A|2

∑
~j1, ~h1

∑
~m

(
B(~j1, ~m)

)l12(
B(~h1, ~m)

)−l12
|~j1〉 〈 ~h1| . (A.5)

Using (5.6), we can write the components of the reduced density matrix ρred ~j1, ~h1
as

ρred ~j1, ~h1
= 1
|A|2

∑
~m

e2πil12(~j1− ~h1)K−1 ~m

= 1
|A|2

∑
~m

e2πil12(~j1− ~h1)K−1 ~m · 1

= 1
|A|2

∑
~m

e2πil12(~j1− ~h1)K−1 ~m · e−2πil12 ~mK−1K~β (A.6)

= 1
|A|

δ
l12(~j1− ~h1),K~β ,

for some vector ~β ∈ Zn.
Let us now calculate the mth Rényi entropy

Sm(L2) = 1
1−m ln tr(ρm)

= 1
1−m ln

( ∑
~a1, ~a2,··· ~am

ρ ~a1, ~a2ρ ~a2, ~a3 · · · ρ ~am, ~a1

)
(A.7)

= 1
1−m ln

( 1
|A|m

∑
~a1, ~a2,··· ~am

δ
l12( ~a1− ~a2),K~βδl12( ~a2− ~a3),K~β · · · δl12( ~am− ~a1),K~β

)
.

In order to simplify the above expression, we have to calculate the number of vectors in
the basis which satisfy l12( ~a1− ~a2) = K~β for some ~β. For simplicity, let us choose the basis
to be the Smith basis for which we have to take the level matrix to be UKUT . Let us find
the number of solutions of l12~a = UKUT ~β, where ~a belongs to the Smith basis and ~β is
an arbitrary vector. This equation is the same as l12~a = Ks

~β
′ , where ~β′ = W−1UT ~β. The

matrices U and W are uni-modular and satisfy KS = UKW , Ks being the Smith normal
form of K. This reasoning gives us a set of equations

l12a1 = n1β
′
1; l12a2 = n2β

′
2; · · · ; l12aN = nNβ

′
N , (A.8)
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where ai and βi are components of ~a and ~β, respectively, and ni are the diagonal elements
of Ks. These quantities can also be written as

a1 = 0 mod n1
gcd(l12, n1) , a2 = 0 mod n2

gcd(l12, n2) , · · · , aN = 0 mod nN
gcd(l12, nN ) .

(A.9)
Since ai ∈ {0, 1, · · · , ni − 1}, the solutions of the above equations can be parametrized as

a1 = r1n1
gcd(l12, n1) , a2 = r2n2

gcd(l12, n2) , · · · , aN = rNnN
gcd(l12, nN ) , (A.10)

where ri ∈ {0, 1, · · · , gcd(l12, ni)}. Hence, the number of ~a which satisfy l12~a = Ks
~β
′ is

given by ∏N
i=1 gcd(l12, ni). Similarly, for a given vector, ~a2, in the Smith basis, the number

of ~a1 which satisfy l12( ~a1− ~a2) = K~β for some ~β is ∏N
i=1 gcd(l12, ni). Using this result, the

nth Rényi entropy can be written as

Sm(L2) = 1
1−m ln

( 1
|A|m

∑
~a1

δ ~a1, ~a1(gcd(l12, n1)gcd(l12, n2) · · · gcd(l12, nN ))m−1
)

= 1
1−m ln

( 1
|A|m−1 (gcd(l12, n1)gcd(l12, n2) · · · gcd(l12, nN ))m−1

)
(A.11)

= ln
( det(K)

gcd(l12, n1)gcd(l12, n2) · · · gcd(l12, nN )

)
.

As a result, the entanglement entropy of a 2-link in a general abelian theory with level
matrix K is given by

SvN(L2) = ln
( det(K)

gcd(l12, n1)gcd(l12, n2) · · · gcd(l12, nN )

)
. (A.12)

B Results for hyperbolic and satellite link complements

Knots and links are classified into three types: torus, hyperbolic, and satellite. In abelian
theories, all three kinds of links have invariant entanglement entropy under the action of
the Galois group. Motivated by the special role that the modular generator S plays in this
result, we looked at torus links in non-abelian TQFTs and analyzed the behavior of their
entanglement entropy under Galois cojugation. Given that an infinite subset of these links
have Galois invariant entanglement entropy, it is natural to ask whether similar results
hold in the case of hyperbolic and satellite links.

It turns out that, in general, the entanglement entropy of hyperbolic links are different
in two TQFTs related by Galois conjugation. For example, the Whitehead link is one of the
simplest hyperbolic links in the sense of having just two components and minimal hyper-
bolic volume (for a two cusped hyperbolic manifold). Even for this link the entanglement
entropy changes under Galois conjugation. We verify this statement in su(2)k CS theory
for small k.

The link state for the Whitehead link in su(2)k Chern-Simons theory can be found
using its link invariant [59, 60]

C(j1, j2)52
1

=
min(2j1,2j2)∑

i=0
q−

i(i+3)
4 (q

1
2 − q−

1
2 )3i [2j1 + i+ 1]![2j2 + i+ 1]![i]!

[2j1 − i]![2j2 − i]![2i+ 1]! , (B.1)
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Figure 9. Whitehead Link.

where [x] = q
x
2−q

−x
2

q
1
2−q−

1
2
, [x]! = [x][x− 1] · · · [1] and q = e

2πi
k+2 . In su(2)3 Chern-Simons theory

the entanglement entropy and its Galois conjugations are given by

52
1su(2)3

=


0.762866 0.237134 0 0
0.925325 0.0746746 0 0
0.925325 0.0746746 0 0
0.762866 0.237134 0 0

 . (B.2)

The columns are labelled by the integrable representations, 0, 1, 2, 3,54 and the rows are
labelled by the Galois conjugations corresponding to 1, 2, 3, 4 ∈ Z×5 .

Let us now consider satellite links. Examples of such links include connected sums of
links. If a link L is a connected sum of L1 and L2, then their invariants satisfy [13]

CL · CO(i) = CL1 · CL2 , (B.3)

where the links L, L1, and L2 are to be labelled in a consistent manner. CO(i) is the knot
invariant of the unknot labelled by i in S3 and i is the label of the knot which is cut to
obtain L1 and L2 from L. This implies that the entanglement entropy of most satellite
links will change non-trivially under Galois conjugation. For example, let us consider the
link which is obtained from a connected sum of the Trefoil knot and the Whitehead link.

The knot invariant for the Trefoil knot in su(2)k Chern-Simons theory is given by [59, 60]

C31(j1) =
2j1∑
i

(−1)iq−i(i+3)(q − q−1)2i [2j1 + i+ 1]!
[2j1 − i]!

, (B.4)

where the definitions of q and [x] are the same as above. Using (B.3), the link state and its
entanglement entropy can be calculated for the connected sum of Trefoil and Whitehead
link. In su(2)3, the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix for this link and its behaviour

54We label representations by the Dynkin label (i.e., twice the spin).
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Figure 10. Connected sum of Trefoil and Whitehead Link.

k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
52

1
82

1

Figure 11. The MEEs for the 52
1 and 82

1 links are Galois non-invariant in most of the theories
we checked. As in figure 8, blue squares correspond to Galois invariant MEE while red squares
correspond to Galois non-invariant MEE. In contrast to figure 8, there are a lot more red squares.

under Galois conjugation is given by

82
1su(2)3

=


0.988779 0.0112213 0 0
0.972184 0.0278156 0 0
0.972184 0.0278156 0 0
0.988779 0.0112213 0 0

 , (B.5)

where the columns are labelled by the integrable representations 0, 1, 2, 3, and the rows are
labelled by the Galois conjugations corresponding to 1, 2, 3, 4 ∈ Z×5 .

For a few additional levels, we have checked the Galois conjugation properties of the
MEE in figure 11. Note that there are many more non-invariant theories in this case than
in the torus link case checked in figure 8.

C Proof of Lemma 1

In this appendix, we prove the following Lemma:

Lemma 1: the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix of the (QM,QP ) torus link are
given by

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2Q−2S2

00

∑
i

S`i〈W
(M,P )
i 〉S2×S1

∑
j

S`j〈W
(−P,M)
j 〉S2×S1 (C.1)
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Proof: using (6.29) and (6.20), we have

Λ` = 1
S2Q−2

0`

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

S`i
〈0|SW (M,P )

i |0〉
〈0|S |0〉

∣∣∣∣∣
2

= 1
S2Q−2

0`

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

S`i
〈0|SF (M,P )−1

W
(1,0)
i F (M,P ) |0〉

〈0|S |0〉

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(from (6.28)) (C.2)

= 1
S2Q−2

0`

∣∣∣∣∣〈0|SF (M,P )−1∑
i S`iNiF

(M,P ) |0〉
〈0|S |0〉

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(from (6.23)) .

Using (2.7), we can simplify this expression to obtain

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2QS2

00

∣∣∣(S(F (M,P ))−1S−1)0`∗(SF (M,P ))`∗0
∣∣∣2 (C.3)

Since S and F (M,P ) are unitary, we have

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2QS2

00
(S(F (M,P ))−1S−1)0`∗(SF (M,P )S−1)`∗0(SF (M,P ))`∗0((F (M,P ))−1S−1)0`∗ .

(C.4)
To further simplify the above expression, note that, from (2.7)∑

i

S`i 〈0|W (M,P )
i |0〉 =

∑
i

S`i((F (M,P ))−1W
(1,0)
i F (M,P ))00

= ((F (M,P ))−1S−1)0`∗(SF (M,P ))`∗0
S0`

, (C.5)

and ∑
j

S`j 〈0|W (−P,M)
j |0〉 =

∑
j

S`j 〈0|SW (M,P )
j S−1 |0〉

=
∑
j

S`j(S(F (M,P ))−1W
(1,0)
j F (M,P )S−1)00 (C.6)

= (S(F (M,P ))−1S−1)0`∗(SF (M,P )S−1)`∗0
S0`

.

Using these equations, we can write the expression for the eigenvalues in (C.4) as

Λ` = 1
(S0`)2Q−2S2

00

∑
i

S`i〈W
(M,P )
i 〉S2×S1

∑
j

S`j〈W
(−P,M)
j 〉S2×S1 . (C.7)

q.e.d.
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any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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